Sequatchie County 4-H Junior High
Interactive Exhibits

Who:
Members of 4-H who are in the 7th or 8th grades may compete with interactive exhibits. Each member may enter only one exhibit – unless the second one is either citizenship or leadership. If you win at the district level in the 7th grade, you cannot enter the same project in the 8th grade.

What:
These exhibits must relate to your main 4-H project. Exhibits should be informative, artistic, accurate, creative and built on a central theme. They should answer the questions: HOW, WHY, WHAT IF, etc. Each exhibitor will be given ½ of a six-foot table for their exhibit. Freestanding exhibit boards should be used. The space from the table to the floor is also available if needed. Items can be displayed on the table. The exhibit should have a title and include the word 4-H or the clover somewhere on the board. No live animals can be used in your exhibit.

Time Limit:
The 4-H’ers will be expected to explain their exhibit in 1 – 2 minutes. The judge will then take 2 – 3 minutes to ask you questions. The oral explanation will be just for the judges. After the judges are finished, exhibits will be on display for others to see.

Tips:
Be creative. Have a catchy title. Make your exhibit colorful, but not too cluttered. Use solid color stick on letters. You can use any color board and letters. Use pictures or diagrams to explain things.

Scorecard:
A scorecard is printed on back

Facebook: www.facebook.com/UTExtension.Sequatchie
Web: http://sequatchie.tennessee.edu
4-H INTERACTIVE EXHIBIT

Possible Score

I. EXHIBITOR
   a. Appearance/voice 15
      Neat and well groomed
      Good posture
      Enthusiasm
      Voice-clear, distinct, correct English
   b. Oral Explanation 20
      Main points clearly stated
      Practical questions answered accurately
      (The 4-H'er will be allowed 1 – 2 minutes explanation of their exhibit
      followed by questions from the judges)

   SUBTOTAL 35

II. EXHIBIT
   a. General Appearance 20
      Artistic – neat, well-balanced, easy to read
   b. Message Told 25
      Current interest. Tells story simply and clearly.
      Message grasped quickly.
      Subject matter accurate and worthwhile
   c. Unity in Presenting Message 10
      One story or central theme
      Important items shown
      Equal display for important items
   d. Creativity 10
      Original idea, freshness in presentation

   SUBTOTAL 65

   TOTAL 100

COMMENTS:

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

NOTE: Each exhibitor will be given ½ of a 6’ table for their exhibit.
   NO LIVE ANIMALS ARE PERMITTED.